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In the last few prayer diary issues and updates from 
Egypt we have asked you to pray for the appointment 
of a Bishop for the Horn of Africa. Here is a message 
from Bishop Mouneer:

“It is a great joy to announce the appointments of the 
Rt. Rev. Kuan Kim Seng as an Area Bishop for the 
Horn of Africa and Rev. Rajan Vincent Jacob as an 
Archdeacon of Gambela, within the Horn of Africa 
Episcopal Area. Please pray for them, that the Lord 
may use them for the expansion of His Kingdom in this 
important region.”

Thank you for praying for these appointments, please 
continue to pray for those who have taken up the 
responsibility.

Bishop Mouneer has also been encouraged by the 
attitude of prayer concerning the difficulties which the 
Diocese has been facing regarding the role and 
position of the Protestant Churches in Egypt (PCE). At 
a special event for prayer over the issue he said;

“I struggled to hold back emotion as I saw the fervour 
and faithful prayers of the congregations.”

May Bishop Mouneer continue to be encouraged by 
the prayers of not only the people of Cairo, but of us, 
his partners in Ireland, as we remember to pray about 
these challenging issues within PCE.

Things at Nuba Bible Institute Cairo have been 
encouraging for Bonita too:

“2019 is starting off with a 
bang for us. January was an 
incredible month for NBIC.  I 
hired two new staff, one full 
time and one part time 
librarian, we moved offices at 
the end of the month, finally 
signed a lease on a library/ 
study space for the students, 
and had a guest teacher from 
England. There was so much 
going on it was hard to keep 
track of!”

On 6th April the new library was officially opened and is 
now available for use by the students. We recently 
asked Bonita to help us understand how the students 
who study at NBIC use their studies when their time is 
completed. She shared a story of one of the students 
who was previously supported by a parish link in 
Ireland: 

“…one of the students….continues to study at AST 
(Alexandria School of Theology) while teaching at one 
of the Sudanese refugee schools here. He is also on 
the board of NBIC as a graduate and as the secretary 
of the Sudanese church at St. Michael's. He also 
teaches Arabic to the students who need to improve 
their Arabic reading and writing skills and has lots of 
responsibilities as the church secretary. He is a 
blessing to the church here and I'm sure will be an 
even bigger blessing to the Sudanese church when he 
finishes his bachelor’s degree.”

Bishop Mouneer continues to prioritise leadership 
training like that at NBIC, because he sees good 
leadership as the way forward for a strong church 
witness and growth.
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We continue to pray for the compassionate projects of 
the church in Egypt too, mainly through Refuge 
Egypt. A comprehensive youth project has been 
successfully completed with funding from Bishops’ 
Appeal through CMSI. There has been gang violence 
in two districts and the church brought representatives 
of the two sides together in All Saints Cathedral. 
Amongst the outcomes of that day the participants 
said they had learned to be messengers of peace not 
only in their own districts but elsewhere and to care for 
those who were younger and influence them for 
peace.

As a follow up, Refuge Egypt also organised “Love 
and Peace Football Tournament”

“The average attendance of those tournaments is 
about 140 per time. The tournaments are held in the 
main areas of greater Cairo (Cairo, Giza, Shoubra). 
Teams and players are mainly Sudanese, South 
Sudanese, Ethiopian, Eritrean, Somalia and Syrian 
youth refugees.

The aim is to reduce the tension between the youth 
and foster friendships to minimise gang issues which 
destroy the community of refugees in Egypt.

The teams valued those days and look forward to 
many more friendly matches in the near future.”

We thank God for the strong work in which God’s 
people are involved under challenging circumstances 
in Egypt. We also thank God for the strong 
relationships which are growing between parishes in 
Ireland and the Diocese of Egypt, and we would love 
to see more parishes linking into this strategic 
partnership.

Bishop Samy Fawzy 
and his wife 
Madeline hope to 
represent Bishop 
Mouneer on a visit to 
Ireland in the last two 
weeks of June (visas 
permitting). Please 
watch out for more 
details so that you 

can join in on one of the events where they will be 
sharing their stories of the Diocese of Egypt.

With best wishes for Easter,   

Linda 

Linda Abwa 
(Partnership Coordinator for Egypt, DR Congo and South Sudan.)
lindaabwa@cmsireland.org
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